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Abstract Human activity recognition has been a topic of attraction among
researchers and developers because of its enormous usage in widespread region of human life. The varied human activities and the way they are executed at individual level are the main challenges to be recognized in human
behavior modeling. This paper proposes a novel methodology that recognizes
human activities from the behavior of individuals in a smart home environment. The dataset considered in this work is captured using Bluetooth Low
Energy (BLE), a popular technology for indoor localization. The proposed
framework is a binary cuckoo search based stacking model that collectively
exploits multiple base learners for human activities recognition from the gathered accelerometer sensors data mounted on wearable and mobile devices. The
work is tested on the newly developed SPHERE dataset to recognize user activities in smart home environment. The experimental results showcase the
effectiveness of the proposed approach, outperforming other recent existing
techniques on the dataset, giving high predictive accuracy value of 93.77 %
via 10-fold cross validation.
Keywords Smart home · Human Activity Recognition · Cuckoo Search
Metaheuristic · IoT · Ensemble approach

1 Introduction
The Internet of Things (IoT) being an emerging communication paradigm is
becoming an integral part of the Internet. In near future, the things of day
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to day life are envisioned to be furnished with transceivers, microcontrollers,
and appropriate protocol stacks for digital communication [1]. The development of sensor technologies in various sectors such as industrial, chemical and
biochemical etc., has triggered the usage of microcontroller based platforms
and networking protocols development within embedded systems [2, 3]. The
statistics show that people spend 80% of their life indoors. It is becoming
common to have set of connected devices within the smart home environment.
The devices within smart home can both communicate with and gather huge
loads of data from the surrounding environment [4]. Different industry giants
throughout the country, along with BAT, Google and Microsoft have gently positioned various indoor location based services (ILBS) [5]. The Indoor
environment is normally intricate environment that is characterized by presence of obstacles, non-line-of-sight (NLoS)of reference objects, environmental
changes and signal fluctuation or noise [6].In spite of such multifaceted environment, it is still anticipated to have greater localization accuracy for catering satisfactory ILBS. Within the indoor environment, the GPS signal cannot
penetrate well. For that purpose, other signals like Wi-Fi [7], Bluetooth [8, 9]
FM radio [10, 11] radio-frequency identification (RFID) [12, 13] ultrasound or
sound [14, 15] light [16, 17] and magnetic field [18, 19] have been explored for
localization purpose. Among all these, the Wi-Fi based technique is most suitable wherein Received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI) plays a significant
role for localization purposes. Various smart services, travel navigation, smart
manufacturing, and other industries are seeking for the exploration of examining the significance of indoor localities. The usage of wireless sensor networks
has facilitated many chores like observing human behavior, human activities
and environmental monitoring within the smart home environment. In recent years, human activity recognition (HAR) has attracted great attention
to cater uninterrupted observing of human behavior in various areas of sports
injury detection, ambient assisted living, elderly health care, entertainment,
surveillance in smart home environments [20]. The exploitation of mobile and
wearable devices for user detection has triggered the popularity of the human
activity recognition task in both academic and industrial communities. The
HAR integrates the reasoning and sensing for better understanding of individual actions. During the process of understanding user behavior, it is the
accountability of assistive technologies to offer information of what activity is
accomplished by that users. HAR, an emergent field with numerous applications, has drawn attention of several institutions, researchers and profitable
corporations. A system or solution capable of recognizing various human actions has many important applications such as human computer interaction,
automated surveillance systems, control free gaming systems and smart home
health-care systems etc. The caregiver can be given valuable feedback about
his patient behavior by recording and recognizing his/her activities such as
sitting, running, walking, or cycling etc. Similarly, the dementia and other
mental pathologies patients can also be observed to recognize abnormal activities that can help in avoiding undesirable consequences [21]. With growing
industry of the wearable tech, activity recognition has become one of the pop-
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ular studies with increasing number of practical applications. The employed
sensors can collect huge set of valuable low-level traits of individual users,
their locality and people environment communications [22]. Even though, the
data from sensors can provide useful information, the activity recognition is
a challenging assignment because of the complex nature of individual activities and noisy data from sensors. There is a dire need to develop a robust
model that improves the recognition power of the human activity recognition.
The motivation behind this study is to utilize the best activity recognition
techniques combined with suitable machine learning algorithms to obtain high
predictive accuracy. The main target of this work is to boost the performance
of the algorithm by selecting the best classifiers. The same can be achieved
efficiently with the help of nature-inspired algorithms. Among the existing
meta-heuristics, the Cuckoo Search (CS) algorithm is proven to outperform
other meta-heuristic algorithms as revealed in the literature [23]. This paper
proposes a stacking based ensemble model using binary cuckoo search metaheuristic that traces out the human activity in indoor environment with more
predictive accuracy. The proposed model is a novel approach in the field of
indoor localization and is very efficient algorithm in monitoring activities of
the participant. With additional understanding of activity classification using
huge volume of unlabeled data, users and researchers can take the advantage
from more intelligent and considerate machines around them.

1.1 Research Contribution
The contribution of this paper is as follows: 1. The proposed ensemble predictive analytic model combines the qualities of individual prediction models
for better prediction and consistent results. 2. The ensemble approach is appreciably performing better than the best performing model (Random forest)
of base models. 3. The superiority of the novel ensemble recognition model
is validated well on the SPHERE dataset containing the feature set gathered
through the accelerometer sensor. The proposed ensemble recognition model
reveals its dominance in comparison to classic base models, and the predictive strength of the developed ensemble model highlights its superiority in
human activity recognition in contrast to the classical models.Different discussion facets are carried out, that inculcates the prominence of the proposed
prediction model, the comparison with classical models and authentication of
the recognition efficiency of the proposed model.

1.2 Organization
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 states the related work;
Section 3 gives comprehensive theoretical background of the proposed model.
The subsequent section sums up the results, discussions and future direction
of this work.
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2 Related Work
A variety of methods has been proposed to recognize human activities in indoor and outdoor locations using different feature sets. This section describes
some of the activity recognition methods proposed in the literature. Baoding Zhou et al. [24] presented a Smartphone-based human activity recognition
method using a convolutional neural network for indoor localization. Ran Zhu
et al. [25] used Smartphone-based accelerometer and proposed a framework
for activity identification based on Convolutional Neural Network that further solves the misperception between certain activities like walking and going
upstairs. Wei Wang et al. [26] proposed activity recognition system based on
Channel State Information (CSI) that quantified the correlation between human movement speeds and CSI value dynamics. This correlation is further
used as profiling tool to identify a similarity between the specified action and
the best-fit profile. Teh Ying Wah et al. [27] proposed comprehensive and
in-depth analysis of multiple classifier systems and data fusion methods for
human activity recognition with weightage on wearable and mobile devices.
Panos P. Markopoulos et al. [28] presented a radar-based novel individual
gross motor activity classifier for indoors. The work employed L1-norm Linear
Discriminant Analysis (LDA) to recognize lower-rank subspaces and used real
world data captured from four motion classes for experimentally comparing
the efficiency of the proposed approaches with standard LDA. Paolo Barsocchi
et al. [29]collected Wi-Fi and geomagnetic field fingerprints along with inertial sensor data all through two operations in the similar surroundings and
retrieved the synchronized data from a smartphone and smartwatch. Suining He et al. [6] presented spatial or temporal signal patterns, motion sensors
and user collaboration to localize users. The authors further discussed recent
advances adapting to fingerprint change, on dropping offline labor-exhaustive
survey, achieving energy efficiency and calibrating the collected signals from
heterogeneous devices for smart phones. Thomas Tegou et al. [30] proposed
system using a fingerprint-based procedure that processes the RSSI values retrieved from Bluetooth Beacons. The work showed an accuracy of 83% with
the collected data using ten-fold cross-validation. There are many approaches
in the literature so far that dig into human activity recognition for indoor and
outdoor locations. Until now, no work so far has been done in ensemble approach based on nature-inspired algorithm using accelerometer readings. The
present work is the first step towards identifying the human activity using
the machine-learning model based on meta-heuristic approach that helps in
recognizing the human activity in efficient manner.

3 Proposed Approach
The method relies on binary cuckoo search based stacking wherein four classifiers and one meta classifier are chosen among the set of 8 base learners using
cuckoo search meta-heuristic. The algorithm works by training different com-
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Fig. 1 The Proposed Framework

binations of base and meta-classifiers. The fitness function used for evaluating
the performance of a cuckoo is based on accuracy value. The major phases of
the proposed approach are as follows.
Step 1. The algorithm begins with preprocessing step.
Step 2. Then all machine-learning algorithms (say n) are defined for training
(machine learning models of level L1).
Step 3. Let m(m<n) be the maximum count of L1 models whose outcomes are
combined by the level L2 model
Step 4. Randomly generate an initial population of cuckoo eggs defining both
Level L1 and Level L2 models.
Step 5. Evaluate their respective fitness based on evaluation parameter.
Step 6. Apply Cuckoo Search algorithm for predefined set of iterations
The proposed framework of the algorithm is stated in the Figure 1. The following paragraphs gives the description of each machine learning task for activity
recognition.

3.1 Solution Space
Given a set C of n base classifiers C1 , C2 , C3 .Cn , the solution space S consists
of a set of all possible configurations of the m base classifiers C where m<n
and one meta classifier Mt ∈ C. Let b represents the number of bits such that
n=2b .Then the different combinations in solution space are as in eq(1)
2b(m+1)

(1)
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Even in the simplest case, the configuration space increases exponentially with
the count of base classification techniques and meta classifiers. The job of
finding the best model for configuration space is NP-hard problem. Such configuration will require a lot of time even for a small set of classifier. The
same problem can be solved easily with meta- heuristic approach by finding
the solution in equitable amount of time. Figure 3 represents the flow of the
methodology used. The work employs the L1-level (base) classifiers with subsequent application of the L2-level(meta) classifier to predict the output from
the earlier first-level predictions via 10 fold cross-validation.
3.2 Cuckoo Search Metaheuristic
The work utilizes the Cuckoo search meta-heuristic for solving the combinatorial optimization problem. This algorithm is based upon the parasitic behavior
of cuckoos that lay their eggs in the other birds nest. The eggs are similar to
the host bird eggs. In case the host bird recognize alien eggs, the bird either
quits the nest or throw away the eggs. Based on the parasite behavior of cuckoos, the authors [23] proposed a novel meta-heuristic optimization algorithm
named Cuckoo search algorithm. In this meta heuristic approach, every nest
represents one solution. The algorithm tries to generate new improved cuckoo
eggs/solutions by replacing weak eggs/less-fit solutions. The detailed pseudo
code of the proposed model for recognizing human activity in indoor environment is given in Figure 4. The main sections of the pseudo code are as
follows.

Fig. 2 Solution Representation

3.2.1 Population Representation
The solution is encoded in the format such that it contains information about
the base classifiers as well as meta classifier. Every solution in the population
is denoted by a combination of zeros and ones where in different ’b’ -set of bits
represent the each of m classifiers (acting as a base classifier for level 0 and
the last ’b’ bits i.e (m+1)th bit onward signifies the meta classifier (level 2)
for stacking purpose. The structure of solution is represented as in Figure 2.
The eq (2) is used to restrict new solutions to binary only.
(
1, if z(xki,j ) < u
1
k+1
k
z(xi,j ) =
and
x
=
(2)
k
i,j
0, otherwise
1 + exi,j
where u ∼ U(0,1) and xki,j represents the solution at generation k .
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Fig. 3 Flow of proposed methodology

3.2.2 Generate New Solutions by Lvy Flight
The levy flight is used to obtain the new solution from the ith randomly chosen
solution as in eq (3).
k−1
k
xki,j = xk−1
i,j + ∝ ×L × (xi,j − optimal xi,j )

(3)

where xki,j represents the new solution generated using Lvy flight; xk−1
i,j
represents randomly selected solution from the population; α is step size;
optimal xki,j denotes the best solution so far found; and L is the Lvy flight
vector or step length. After getting the new solution,the solutions are compared
based on the fitness values and the solution with high fitness is kept in the
population for further processing.
3.2.3 Discovery of Alien Eggs
Within the population, for every cuckoo egg, foreign eggs are recognized using
probability matrix, which is represented as in eq (4)
(
1 if random(0, 1) < ρ
ρi,j =
(4)
0 otherwise
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Fig. 4 Pseudo code of the proposed approach

where ρi,j is probability of discovering alien eggs in the ith solution for the
j th variable of cuckoos dimension.
The comparison of ρ is performed with the outcome of (a uniform random
number generator) to check if local random walk is given consideration or not.
After determining the discovering probabilities, new solutions are obtained
using eq(5).
xki,j = xk−1
(5)
i,j × ρi,j
where ρi,j signifies the probability matrix and LS matrix is local step
size,which is obtained by using the formula eq(6).
LS = rand(0, 1) × (rand perm(Solution(i)) − rand perm(Solution(j)) (6)
where rand perm() is used to shuffle the solution randomly.
If the fitness values(using objective function) of new solution is better than the
existing one, the new solution replaces the old one in subsequent iteration.The
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Table 1 Summary of Dataset
Column
Rssi

Description
The RSSI of the packet.

Timestamp

The timestamp of receiving the packet at the gateway.

True room
Gateway
sNx,sNy,sNz
Activity
Room

The true room where the participant was present.
The gateway at which the packet was received.
The N ([1.5]) x, y and z samples recorded from the accelerometer.

Example
-87
2017-07-21
07:37:46.523300,
Living
Bedroom
0,0.34375,0.40625

The activity carried out by the participant

Sitting

whole steps of solution generation and finding alien eggs is repeated till the
maximum number of iterations

4 Experimental Results
The proposed work is implemented on Intel Core i7 processor @2.40GHz processor with 16 GB memory (1867 MHz DDR3), running on windows 10 using
python language. In this work, the SPHERE dataset [31] is utilized to gauge
the performance of the proposed model and the results are compared with
other base classifiers. The methodology incorporates 10 fold cross validation
to avoid overfitting.

4.1 Datasets Used
Table 1 depicts the summarized information of each component of the SPHERE
challenge dataset considered for activity recognition. For collecting data, 10
different participants carried out calibrations via the Eur Valve Smart Home
Box Kit. A gateway was positioned in the following rooms: living room (gw1),
kitchen (gw2), master bedroom (gw3). The wrist worn device encloses a triaxial ADXL362 accelerometer with 74 g range that record readings in x, y and
z axis measurements.
The data consists of the information recorded at every epoch (the timestamp), the Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) value, the location
feature reflecting the true room, receiving gateway node, five accelerometer
samples, and accompanying participant activity. Table 2 presents the sample
SPHERE dataset tuples with respective feature values. The data provided
as input to machine learning task firstly undergoes a number of preprocessing steps like categorical to numeric encoding for nominal attributes of the
Gateway and Localization using OneHotEncoder() functionality, Timestamp
conversion to seconds and normalization of training data.
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Table 2 Sample dataset for activity recognition(Shown only sample of accelerometer reading)
Timestamp
04:46.2
01:22.3
05:37.0
04:48.4
09:78.5

RSSI
-74
-49
-81
-83
-84

S1x
0.312
0.625
0.625
0.625
1.125

S2y
0.5625
0.9375
0.4212
0.1175
0.1025

S2z
-0.8125
-0.7812
0.3212
0.2813
-0.0625

Gateway
Bedroom
Living
Custom
bedroom
Custom

Localisation
Living
Living
Bedroom
stairs
Living

Activity
Sitting
Standing
Lying
Sitting
Custom

4.2 Evaluation Criteria
The results from various models and their ensemble are compared and analyzed
based on several evaluation criteria such as accuracy, recall, precision and F
measure as listed below.
4.2.1 Recall
It is the proportion of rightly categorized activity to the count of true set of
categories. It is computed as
recall =

tp
tp + f n

(7)

4.2.2 Precision
It is described in terms of the proportion of accurately recognized human
activity to the count of people having that activity. Precision is computed as
precision =

tp
tp + f p

(8)

4.2.3 Accuracy
It quantifies the precision of the learner. The accuracy is computed as
accuracy =

tp + tn
× 100
T otalData

(9)

4.2.4 F measure
It is the harmonic mean of precision and recall value. It is computed as
F measure = 2 ×

precision × recall
precision + recall

(10)

Here in tp indicates true positive, tn the true negative, fp false positive and
fn false negative.
Table 3 shows the models used in the present study along with their tuning
parameters and the required packages
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Table 3 The model with tuning parameters
Model
MLP
Decision Tree
KNN
SGD
Nave Bayes

Method
MLPClassifier()
decisionTreeClassifier()
kNeighborsClassifier()
SGDClassifier
nnet()

Libraries
sklearn.neural network
sklearn.tree
sklearn.neighbors
sklearn.linear model
sklearn.naive bayes

Tuning parameters
neighbours=30, Committees=10
minsplit = 20, minbucket =7, maxdepth=30
n neighbors=0.05
None
maxit=100, hlayers=10, MaxNWts=1000

Random Forest
Support Vector Machine
Logistic Regression

RandomForestClassifier()
LinearSVC()
LogisticRegression()

sklearn.ensemble
sklearn.svm
sklearn.linear model

mtry=3, importance=TRUE
nu=10, epsilon=0.5
Penality=’l2’,C=0.31, random state=0

5 Results and Discussions
Table 4 presents average values of precision, recall and F-measure for executing
various models for 10 runs using 10 fold cross-validation. The results are shown
for each activity.
The main evaluation parameter used in this work is predictive accuracy.
The proposed cuckoo search based stacking model gives best performance,
giving high recognition rate for all the considered activities. It gives a 0.962
precision value and a 0.975 recall value for the sitting activity. In case of walking activity, the precision obtained is 0.947 and a recall value is 0.949. Furthermore, in the lying activity, the recognition reaches good precision (0.932)
and recall (0.924) values. Marginally inferior performances are obtained with
regard to custom activity i.e. 0.912 of precision and 0.907 of recall. In comparison to the base learners, the proposed approach gives best performance with
an accuracy of 93.77%.
Figure 5(i-viii) shows the performance of classification models in recognizing each activity. Four classifiers (Random Forest Tree(RF), Stochastic
Gradient Descent(SGD), Decision tree Classifier(DT) and K Nearest Neighbour(KNN)) among eight have good precision and recall values in each user
activity. In case of precision, again, RF and DT are having good values of
precision in comparison to KNN and SGD. KNN is the worst performer for
all activities except sitting, where KNN shows better performance in terms
of precision (0.937) than RF and DT. The models RF and DT have comparable results with better recall values in comparison to KNN and SD for all
activities. Among all these, Logistic regression model is the worst performer
in terms of all evaluation parameters. Figure 5(viii) depicts that the proposed
method i.e. cuckoo search based stacking model shows excellent performance
in recognizing all the activities, giving highest precision and recall values. The
performance comparison of all the considered models and proposed model is
graphically visualized by drawing boxplot [32]. It depicts the empirical distribution of the data. Figures 6, 7 and 8 represent the boxplot for existing and
proposed models. In this plot, the name of the models is represented by the
x-axis and y-axis labels the corresponding parameter under consideration. It
is observed from the boxplots that the proposed model gives better and consistent results in comparison to other models for the considered performance
metrics. The reason is that the proposed model explores optimal combinations
of learning scheme. The stability of the models is also achieved due to the ab-
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Table 4 Comparative results of performance metrics for indoor activity recognition
Model(%)
Logistic Regression

Multilayer Perceptron

Support Vector Machine
(linear kernel)

K Nearest Neighbor

Random forest

Decision tree

Stochastic Gradient Classifier

Nave Bayes

Proposed
Model

Activity
Sitting
Walking
Custom
Lying
Weighted
Sitting
Walking
Custom
Lying
Weighted
Sitting
Walking
Custom
Lying
Weighted
Sitting
Walking
Custom
Lying
Weighted
Sitting
Walking
Custom
Lying
Weighted
Sitting
Walking
Custom
Lying
Weighted
Sitting
Walking
Custom
Lying
Weighted
Sitting
Walking
Custom
Lying
Weighted
Sitting
Walking
Custom
Lying
Weighted

average

average

average

average

average

average

average

average

average

Precision
0.539
0.831
0.689
0.549
0.633
0.753
0.918
0.861
0.744
0.808
0.528
0.831
0.672
0.558
0.628
0.867
0.937
0.847
0.844
0.867
0.918
0.925
0.901
0.916
0.915
0.922
0.927
0.897
0.904
0.913
0.895
0.924
0.908
0.889
0.904
0.702
0.781
0.815
0.751
0.751
0.962
0.947
0.912
0.932
0.939

Recall
0.469
0.722
0.775
0.598
0.632
0.734
0.876
0.838
0.803
0.806
0.497
0.719
0.759
0.568
0.626
0.852
0.866
0.893
0.856
0.866
0.934
0.927
0.895
0.905
0.915
0.928
0.922
0.889
0.910
0.912
0.913
0.925
0.876
0.900
0.905
0.754
0.799
0.697
0.790
0.790
0.975
0.949
0.907
0.924
0.938

F-measure
0.502
0.773
0.729
0.573
0.630
0.744
0.896
0.849
0.772
0.807
0.512
0.771
0.713
0.563
0.625
0.859
0.900
0.869
0.850
0.819
0.926
0.926
0.898
0.911
0.914
0.925
0.924
0.893
0.907
0.913
0.904
0.924
0.892
0.895
0.904
0.727
0.790
0.751
0.770
0.770
0.968
0.948
0.909
0.928
0.934

Accuracy
63.1609

80.6036

62.594

86.6198

91.4364

91.1245

90.1672

75.6515

93.777

sence of outliers. The boxplot reveals that even the minimum precision value
achieved by the proposed model is higher than the maximum precision values
of other models. It is also depicted that the the proposed model performed
better than base models in terms of recall and f-measure.
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Fig. 5 (i-viiii) The average precision, recall and F measure values for 8 base classifiers and
proposed approach

Fig. 6 Precision value of base classifiers and proposed approach
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Fig. 7 Recall value of base classifiers and proposed approach

Fig. 8 F -measure of base classifiers and proposed approach

Fig. 9 Comparative analysis of accuracy values of proposed model with base classifiers
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Figure 9 depicts the accuracy rate of the experimented classification models. The models RF, DT and SGD showcase almost same accuracy value of
about 0.90 whereas SVM and logistic regression are worst performer with accuracy value (approx. 0.60). It is clear from the figure that the proposed model
achieved highest average accuracy rate of approximately 93.7% for classifying
human activities via 10-fold cross validation. The results showcase the effectiveness of the metaheuristic based stacking ensemble approach in exploring
all possible configurations in contrast to the base learners.
6 Conclusion and Future Scope
In this paper, a novel model is proposed based on the right selection of classification models to recognize the human activities from recordings gathered
from the accelerometer sensor. For the purpose of human activity recognition,
the experiments are conducted using eight different classifiers. The resultant
model utilizes the power of base learners by trying different configuration of
base-classifiers and meta-classifier using cuckoo search metaheuristic .The resultant efficient configuration is further exploited to recognize the activity on
test bed. The proposed model outperformed the base learners in terms of accuracy. The work can be further extended by tuning the parameters of the
classifiers using metaheuristic approaches .The work may be further enhanced
by augmenting the feature set from the fetched instances of gyroscope sensor
and fine recordings from the GPS sensor to recognize activity within a locality.
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